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The Progress

We live in a culture and a society where our ability to choose is an important value. To 
choose is to use one's gifts of mind and will. There are many influences on the choices we 
make. Yet, if we are to be faithful to the values of who we are as images of God's love and 
creation, our choices cannot be made in a vacuum. Our choices should reflect values 
inherent in who we are and what we believe. !

Some choices are natural responses to human need - the choice to eat, to sleep, to look 
for quality human relationships. There is also one more natural and essential choice we 
are challenged to make which flows from our identity as human beings; the natural choice 
for all of us is life.!

The choice to respect life!

The Church in our country calls us during the month of October to emphasize this natural 
choice of life by designating October as Respect Life Month. This natural choice for life is 
not just a private decision that we make which only affects us as individuals. Rather, our 
choice for life calls us to look for ways to safeguard the value and dignity of every single 
human being from the moment of conception to the moment of natural death. !

Our convictions regarding the sacredness of human life are definitely counter-cultural in 
today's society. Yet, our willingness to be disciples of Jesus calls us to be countercultural 
in our emphasis on social justice for all, our fundamental option for the poor, and 
commitment to the life of the unborn child. !

Abortion – a contradiction to life!

No action contradicts this natural choice more than abortion. Our commitment to this 
choice for life cannot remain a private opinion. We need to share our convictions with the 
public and political sector by raising these questions when our society does not value 
unborn human life. We need to let our elected members of Congress know our convictions 
regarding human life so that, through government funding, abortion does not become an 
expedient solution to very complex problems.!

A call to moral values!

We need to share our moral values with society at large. Religious values cannot be 
shoved to the margins of society. As John Leo wrote in a column in last week's U.S. News 
and World Report, "Me-first individualism and 'choice' are no substitute for moral 
traditions." It's interesting that a new book receiving a great deal of publicity entitled "The 
Culture of Disbelief" by Stephen Carter maintains that our culture thinks religion is fine if 
conducted in private as a personal pursuit, like woodworking or chess. 
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We need to speak out on behalf of our beliefs, to share our convictions with others. In April 
of 1992, the National Women's Coalition for Life, representing 1.5 million women from all 
parts of the nation, all age groups, political ideologies and experiences spoke out on 
behalf of America's children and their mothers. In announcing its formation, this coalition 
wrote: "We know that many women seek abortion in desperation: unable to eliminate the 
real crises in their lives, they do what society says will work; they eliminate their children. 
And their poverty, their pain, their despair continue ... We refuse to believe that children's 
lives must be lost so that women can be free ... We know that women's real rights mean a 
societal commitment to the unique roles women are living out, including motherhood." !

Respect Life Month – A time to pray; a time to act!

During October, the church asks us to look again at the choices we make, to reflect on 
whether and how they demonstrate our clear respect for life. Our commitment to pray on 
behalf of life, and act accordingly, cannot be restricted to one month a year. But October 
can be a time when we focus our attention and our efforts through prayer and action on 
behalf of life. After all, the natural choice is life. May God's grace and peace be yours. !
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